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Intro

COMATCH is one of the world’s leading 
access points for business expertise. The 
network consists of more than 10’000 
management consultants as well as 
industry experts and covers all 
industries. This report was generated 
based on contributions of consumer 
goods experts that help clients in 
shaping the future of this industry.
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Hot topics and expert statement

In our monthly Hot Topics survey, we 
ask more than 200 experts from our 
network about recent developments 
and rising topics.
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Through D2C, consumer goods companies gain deep insights 
enabling them to better cater for customers' needs. On top, they 
can exercise more control over the brand and optimize time to 
market.

Daniel is an experienced consultant and market strategist in the consumer goods 
industry

Do you want to talk to Daniel 
or another expert?

Schedule a call

Integrating online shopping and offline delivery
(e.g. last-mile partnerships for seamless customer experience)
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Combining own e-commerce store with 
brick-and-mortar “experience stores”
(e.g. brand experience beyond the product)

Developing a digital service ecosystem around
physical products
(e.g. voice cooking assistant for food producer)

Acquiring successful D2C players as additional
route-to-market
(e.g. global player acquires trending startup)

Establishing a D2C channel through an
independent e-commerce store
(e.g. Lego as a strong brand using pull effect)

https://meetings.hubspot.com/s-meyer


Expert interview

Digitization transforms 
consumer engagement. 
We’ve asked an expert from 
our network how traditional 
players can keep up with
the digital world. Here, he 
shares his insights.

Should consumer goods producers
focus more on their end customer
and if so, why?

Absolutely. As data collection, analysis and
usage are becoming more and more important
in driving customer-facing processes, it is
crucial for consumer brands to jump on this
bandwagon. This means learning about
customers and understanding how to influence
their behavior along the life cycle. This is
especially relevant for online players that are
able to record and leverage every touchpoint
with their customers, e.g. based on
increasingly sophisticated AI tools. Neglecting
this development leaves many brands at the
risk of being disconnected from their
customers, and eventually being forced out of
business.

What external and internal
challenges are created through
higher customer-centricity?

There is two key challenges. Firstly, the rapid
growth of online, and increasingly multi-
channel, retailers poses significant challenges
to the way traditional consumer brands do
business. Disruptors like Amazon, Alibaba or

Zalando are building their entire infrastructure
– from data to logistics – upon customer-
facing processes. Replicating this is slightly
more challenging for non-online players. Their
channel partners now view them as
competitors and no longer as partners.
Secondly, companies have to manage a
mindset shift within their organization. This
means going away from a "push" philosophy of
creating products and then selling them
through channels and moving to a "pull"
approach where all actions, processes and
decisions are derived from the customer
perspective. In order to systematically master
such a change, brands require a new and
significantly different talent set. The bad news
is that most consumer brands have
comparatively little experience in finding and
attracting it.

How can these challenges be 
addressed successfully?

It is vital for consumer brands to have a clear
5-10 year vision that puts its customers –
existing ones and potentially new ones – at
the center. This vision must be whole-
heartedly embraced, clearly communicated
and consistently followed by senior
management. New metrics measuring
customer-facing progress have to be
implemented. Small and large innovations must
be truly supported at all levels of the
organization to enable the gradual shift
towards the new operating model. In addition,
key decision-makers should be transparent
towards their partners about their long-term
intentions and the role they expect each
partner to play.
Such a transformation takes time, in my
experience at least 24 months, and is by no
means easy.
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Expert interview

However, when first significant results are
there, they can be used to win over a critical
mass of employees. In this context, the role of
the CEO changes from “Chief Executive” to
"Chief Enabling Officer". This means repeating
the future direction and actively aligning
actions and stakeholders.

What role do marketplaces such as
Amazon play for a stronger
orientation towards the end
customer?

Marketplaces such as Amazon and Alibaba are
building their entire ecosystem around
customers – meaning sellers and actual end-
customers. The consumer brands that have
either started a cooperation with Amazon or
are still discussing it, tell me one of two things:
"Amazon will not be relevant for my business
as my customers will not buy those products
online, and Amazon doesn’t know anything
about my business.” Those companies are, in
my opinion, risking their long-term future.
Amazon's vision of "allowing customers to
discover anything they might want to buy"
ultimately knows no limits. It is not a question
of "whether", more one of "when". I have heard
such comments a lot from brands in categories
such as high-end fashion or cosmetics. I
strongly believe that such brands' medium-
and long-term prospects are bleak.

"Amazon is the perfect partner to
fundamentally change the way we do
business." I am seeing an increasing number of
brands that view marketplaces such as
Amazon as one, though certainly not the only
partner, in executing their vision. From my
experience this really helps them to transition
towards a customer-oriented company.

What can consumer goods
producers learn from Amazon?

Above all, consumer brands can learn from
Amazon how to be customer-centric in all your
processes, tools and data used. More than that,
Amazon's unique culture is built upon 14
leadership principles. Two core ones are
customer centricity and innovation. Brands
have to embrace such concepts and adopt
them for their own purpose. Then they will
stand a very good chance to remain successful
– and "out-Amazon" their industry.

What consumer goods companies
are good examples for a stronger
end customer-centricity? Why?

I like the way Adidas has been transforming
itself over the past few years. The company
has made it clear that it wants to significantly
grow its D2C (direct to consumer) share over
the next few years – online and offline. Its
innovations around a unique consumer
experience in shops, coupled with strategic
co-operations with the likes of Amazon,
Alibaba and Zalando, appear to produce
increasingly successful results. This produces
better business figures but also an internal
mindset shift.
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Tahir is an experienced
consultant and expert in
digital strategies in the
consumer goods industry



COMATCH consultant profiles
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COMATCH is globally one of the leading marketplace for 
independent consultants and industry experts. The network 
consists of more than 10,000 hand-picked professionals that 
are covering a wide range of expertise.

COMATCH’s experts in D2C for consumer goods

Stefan Meyer

Manager Business 
Development

COMATCH D2C projects go beyond a 
concept. Our consultants work closely 
with client teams until go-live.

FOCUS BACKGROUND
• Growth strategy

• Strategic partnerships

• Value creation

• Arthur D. Little

• Gulf Connect

• ZS Associates
Daniel

Liz

Tahir

FOCUS BACKGROUND
• Digital strategy

• Innovation & Growth

• Customer Lifecycle Management

• McKinsey

• Amazon

• BCG

FOCUS BACKGROUND
• Brand strategy

• Customer segmentation

• Go-to-market strategy

• Harvard Business School

• Prophet

• EIRIS



How to work with us

Fill in project briefing
Complete the project briefing online or call us. Your 
account manager will gladly discuss project details 
with you. (duration approx. 15 minutes)

Receive candidate proposals
You will receive two to three suitable candidate 
profiles within 48 hours. In addition, you can get to 
know the candidates personally in an interview.

Complete contract online
Once you have chosen one or more consultants, we will 
prepare the contracts. Everything is done online.

Focus on project work
You can focus on the content and we will handle the 
administrative tasks, such as time recording, invoicing, 
and feedback.
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SATISFIED CLIENTS

Do you want to talk to
a COMATCH expert? Schedule a call
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https://meetings.hubspot.com/s-meyer



